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Normaltown
Synopsis:
Normaltown is a middle class industrial coastal city with
no access to the internet and limited cellphone signal
in which people celebrate at least one different holyday
every day. It’s a city filled with interesting characters,
each one with their own story and jam-packed with
mysteries and fun. This is the context in which Maxi,
Stevie, Turbo and Margo are growing up, and they’re
loving every minute.

Bambú Orellana
Director
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Status:
Late Development
Episodes:
26 x 11’
Audience:
Kids 7-10
Studio:
Typpo Creative Lab
bambu@typpo.cl
http://typpo.cl
+56962468923

Jet & Molly
Synopsis:
Jet and Molly are two best friends and travel vloggers who are
on an everlasting quest for adventure in the fantastic world of
Andini. Along with their plant friend Astro, the girls use their
cameras to record every new place they visit, every new friend
they make, and share it with their audience. They aim to find
new traveler’s secret gems to visit, avoiding any touristic place
and exploring the unwalked path. They’ll discover little towns
filled with eccentric inhabitants, as well as ruins of secret
hidden civilizations, plus unimaginable natural wonders.

Bambú Orellana
Director
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Status:
Late Development
Episodes:
26 x 11’
Audience:
Kids 7-10
Studio:
Typpo Creative Lab + Sulfúrica
bambu@typpo.cl
www.typpo.cl
+56962468923
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Punch punch H
Synopsis:
After the death of her grandmother, Hara, the only woman
who exists, and her friend Tesu, go through a journey to
defeat King Akiles to prove that she is the strongest
warrior in the world; but her uncontrollable anger attacks
prevents her from doing the secret technique that will
give her absolute victory: The Hard blows.

Status:
Completed
Episodes:
10 x 8’
Audience:
Kids 8 - 12
Studio:
Marmota Studio
hola@marmotastudio.com
youtube.com/MarmotaStudio
+56976633768

Matías Latorre
Director
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Fin Punch!
Synopsis:
Set in a world where sea mammals and humans coexist
on land, McClane, the white-collar dolphin, has a dream:
Conquer humankind with his powerful good looks and
charm! But there’s danger on the horizon. Murphy, a former
sea mammal friend and father figure, returns with only
one goal: DRAMATIC REVENGE! The over-the-top epic fight
between these two sea mammals will put the universe on
danger... and the identity of McClane as he knows it!

Matías Latorre
Director
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Status:
Development
Episodes:
13 x 11’
Audience:
Kids 8 - 12
Studio:
Marmota Studio
hola@marmotastudio.com
youtube.com/MarmotaStudio
+56976633768

Radio Blabla
Synopsis:
In a world where all technologies have feelings and
relate to people, Román has been for 14 years the
faithful clock radio of the “Mena” family, a simple
family attach to their old technology friends. Faced
with the constant challenges of the “Werner” family,
their technological neighbors, the Menas and their
devices always unite their strengths to get ahead.

Hugo García
Director
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Status:
Development
Episodes:
26 x 11’
Audience:
Kids 8 - 12
Studio:
Merkén Studios
andres.garcia@merkenstudios.com
www.merken.tv
Tel USA: (+1) 617-528-8944
Tel Chile: (+56) 9 66873550
Skype: l.andres.gl
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Dreamtime Sto
Synopsis:
A collection of short fables that leads us to a dream
world, where colors surround us and few things are
real, where there are no antagonists or conflicts
but rather characters that appreciate the value of
generosity, exploration and creativity. Where boys
and girls can fly between moons, turtles swim among
the stars, and the wind celebrates his own birthdays.
It’s time for dreamtime stories.

Hugo García
Director
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Status:
Under Production
Episodes:
26 x 5’
Audience:
Kids 3 - 5
Studio:
Merkén Studios
andres.garcia@merkenstudios.com
www.merken.tv
Tel USA: (+1) 617-528-8944
Tel Chile: (+56) 9 66873550
Skype: l.andres.gl

Leo in Robotnia
Synopsis:
LEO is a heart-shaped teenager from the Coronary
planet, who arrives at planet Robotnia for boarding
school. There he meets CHUCO, CHESTER and FLO,
with whom he forges a great friendship. Together
they’ll live the typical adventures of adolescence:
first crush, confrontation with thugs and fights with
alien monsters.

Hugo García
Director
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Status:
Development
Episodes:
26 x 11’
Audience:
Kids 7 - 12
Studio:
Merkén Studios
andres.garcia@merkenstudios.com
www.merken.tv
Tel USA: (+1) 617-528-8944
Tel Chile: (+56) 9 66873550
Skype: l.andres.gl
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Guitar and Dru
Synopsis:
Guitar and Drum love to play, dance and make music
together. Although they are very different from one another,
they are the best of friends. Guitar is very outgoing and
chatty, while Drum is quiet and perceptive. Together they
live in a small town with other musical instruments (and a
Pineapple!), where they have simple, everyday adventures.
Guitar and Drum is a preschool show that celebrates
diversity, aimed at 3-6 year old boys and girls.

Antonia Herrera
María Elisa Soto-Aguilar
Directors
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Status:
Production
Episodes:
52 x 5’
Audience:
Kids 3 - 6
Studio:
Punkrobot Studio
patoescala@punkrobot.cl
www.punkrobot.cl
+56 9 98315512

Paper Port
Synopsis:
Matilda returns to Paper Port to spend her summer holidays.
But now her friends Bob and Felicia also know the secret
of her strange and absurd powers, and so they join her and
Charlie in their ever crazy adventures. Matilda will also learn
the true history of her grandfather Curlybeard, she will meet
up with some characters from last summer, and she will meet
a most terrible villain who could jeopardize the very existence
of the entire Paper World: the fearsome Captain Sandpaper.

Alvaro Ceppi
Director
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Status:
Production Completed
Episodes:
26 x 11’
Audience:
Kids 6 - 10
Studio:
Zumbastico Studios
aceppi@zumbastico.com
www.zumbastico.com
+56 9 9872 4308
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Cosmic Holida
Synopsis:
Jorge (40), Chilean astronomer, will return to the Atacama
desert after 12 years to lead a team of elite scientists who have
discovered a huge black hole near the Earth. Apparently, this
mysterious cosmic object could serve to answer the big question:
Where we come from. Jorge will travel with his twin sons,
Maia and Leo (12), who will spend their vacations in the largest
telescope in the world. There, they will meet Anku, an Atacameña
girl who will teach them the millenary traditions of her people
and together they will discover the mysteries of the universe.

José Ignacio Navarro
Director
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Status:
Early Development
(Bible + Animatic)
Episodes:
8 x 23’
Audience:
Tweens/Teens 11 - 17
Studio:
Lunes
jose@lunescinetv.com
www.lunescinetv.com

David VS
Synopsis:
After years of social network, the Internet mysteriously
disappears. When this happens, a parallel world called
“The Glitch” is created. A group of kids decide to get into
“The Glitch” to liberate the Internet and save the world.

Status:
Early Development
(Teaser + Bible)
Episodes:
26 x 11’
Audience:
Tweens/Teens 11 - 17
Studio:
Lunes
jose@lunescinetv.com
www.lunescinetv.com

Santiago O`Ryan
Director
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Misfit Island
Synopsis:
A burglar pirate, an egocentric explorer, an adventurous
little girl and a human sandwich, are forced to live
together and escape from the dangers and mysteries
that the island hides where they have shipwrecked,
discovering that it is the home of the most bizarre and
extravagant civilization ever know: the Misfits. And on
their island there is no room for strangers.

Jorge Campusano
Director
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Status:
Early Development
(Bible + Animatic)
Episodes:
13 x 23’
Audience:
Tweens/Teens 11 - 17
Studio:
Lunes
jose@lunescinetv.com
www.lunescinetv.com

www.chileananimation.com
@chileananimation
hello@chileananimation.com

